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National Branding Campaign

Campaign Overview & Ways to Promote
How do we communicate asphalt’s value to maintain our competitive edge? And how do
we promote our strengths while staying positive and not bashing competitors? Our
previous Drivability campaigns talked to road owners about the benefits asphalt
pavements offer drivers. Now we are talking directly to road owners about asphalt’s
competitive advantages. It’s time talk about performance.
Performance for a Lifetime builds upon the success of the Drivability campaigns, talking
to road owners about the performance attributes road owners tell us they care about
most. But how do we define performance? The cement and concrete industries have
tried to tell road owners that performance is all about “durability,” which they define
primarily in terms of time to first maintenance or rehabilitation — but that isn’t the whole
story. In reality, performance means a lot of things to road owners: low initial cost, ease
of maintenance, low life-cycle costs, the ability to keep drivers moving without delay,
durability, resilience, smoothness, safety, innovation, sustainability, recycled materials,
locally sourced materials, and public preference. Taken all together, when it comes to
what road owners care about, asphalt pavements deliver Performance for a Lifetime.
Through the Go to Market effort, NAPA is developing a suite of materials to help get the
Performance for a Lifetime message in front of road owners. Versions of these materials
that contractors can use will be posted at https://goaspha.lt/Performance4Lifetime.
Here are some easy ways you can help promote the Performance for a Lifetime
campaign messages:
•

Promote the campaign on your social media channels.

•

Add the advertisements, infographics and videos to your company website.

•

Include the infographics in your blog or e-newsletter.

•

Use the print-ready advertisements and infographics as a tradeshow handout
or as a magazine advertisement.
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Social Media Sample Posts
The following are some suggestions of how to use these materials on social media.
Remember, the more you customize your posts and make them part of your authentic
voice, the more effective they will be. Although these samples are geared towards
Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and Instagram; you can (and should) post to any and all
social media networks you use. (Below are the Instagram (square) versions of the
materials; rectangular versions for use on other social media platforms are also
available in the Performance for a Lifetime Google Drive folder.) Pictures and videos
help improve the impact and reach of a post. To be added to the monthly social media
calendar distribution list, contact T. Carter Ross NAPA Vice President for
Communications.

Year-Round
General Guidance
•

Use the #AsphaltPerforms campaign hashtag.

•

Post about asphalt’s competitive advantages and encourage others to do
the same. Retweet/share posts that add personal/corporate elements to
raise awareness efforts. Highlight local jobs (and even better, local news
stories about jobs) that illustrate how asphalt performs for road owners.

Asphalt Performs: Flexibility
• When it comes to roadbuilding
and maintenance, you need
options. #AsphaltPerforms,
providing the flexibility road owners
need to speed construction and
minimize disruption.
• #DYK? Asphalt pavements can
be built quickly and at times when
traffic volume is less, reducing
delays for drivers.
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Asphalt Performs: Innovation
• Cars have changed over the
years, but #DYK that asphalt
pavements have too? We’re
constantly investing in #innovation
to make sure #AsphaltPerforms.
• Investing in research,
development, and technology
deployment is just one way we
keep asphalt pavements
innovative.

Asphalt Performs: Sustainability
• Because asphalt is 100%
recyclable, every old road has the
potential to be part of a new
pavement.
• When someone says “everything
old is new again,” they might just
be talking about a new road. More
than 99% of all material removed
from old asphalt roads is put back
to use in new pavements.
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Asphalt Performs: Value
• Infrastructure investment is
about thinking for the long-term.
New asphalt pavements, on
average, go 18 years without
significant rehabilitation.
• When it comes to value,
#AsphaltPerforms, providing the
highest level of service for the
lowest cost over the life of a
pavement.

Seasonal
Below are some sample social media posts that use the four campaign attributes
in connection with specific holidays/events.

New Year’s Resolutions: Innovation
In 2019, we will continue to employ the
latest research and technology into our
asphalt pavements.
#NewYearsResolutions
• In the #NewYear and every year,
being innovative is always top of mind
for the asphalt industry.
• Innovation is where asphalt performs.
Is being an innovator one of your
#NewYearsResolutions?
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New Year’s Resolutions: Sustainability
• Is sustainability one of your
#NewYearsResolutions? It’s always
been a part of ours.
• Being green is easy when your choice
is asphalt. #NewYearsResolutions
• Every new asphalt pavement contains
raw materials that will one day be
harvested for a new pavement. That’s
why asphalt pavements are the most
consistently recycled material in
America. #NewYearsResolutions

New Year’s Resolutions: Flexibility
• When it comes to 2019
#NewYearsResolutions, being
adaptable to situations is a popular
choice. Being flexible is part of what
makes asphalt pavements great.
They’re ready to adapt to fit every need.
• No matter the number of wheels or
the temperature, asphalt is flexible,
meeting the needs of any community.
• By adapting pavement design and
material selection, asphalt pavements
can be built to carry any load.
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New Year’s Resolutions: Value
• When it comes to 2019
#NewYearsResolutions, being adaptable
to situations is a popular choice. Being
flexible is part of what makes asphalt
pavements great. They’re ready to adapt
to fit every need.
• No matter the number of wheels or
the temperature, asphalt is flexible,
meeting the needs of any community.
• By adapting pavement design and
material selection, asphalt pavements
can be built to carry any load.

St. Patrick’s Day: Value
• #HappyStPatricksDay! Asphalt
doesn’t need to rely on the luck of the
Irish, it delivers value and performance
no matter where the rainbow ends.
• Happy #StPatricksDay: The old Irish
prayer that starts “May the road rise to
meet you” wishes a safe, pleasant
journey. Sounds like it’s an asphalt road.

Additional social media shareables will be added as they are
completed in 2019.
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Videos
Effective marketing videos help create a positive narrative around a product. These
Performance for a Lifetime videos can be shared through social media, on corporate
websites, at tradeshows, or even industry/stakeholder meetings.
All Attributes Video
We demand performance from the athletes we cheer for, from the technology we use,
and from our roads. When it comes to value, sustainability, flexibility, and innovation,
asphalt performs today, tomorrow, and for the future. Available online at:
https://youtu.be/hIOSgah0FdA.

Sustainability Video
100% recyclable asphalt pavements are designed, produced, constructed, and
maintained to reuse materials, conserving natural resources, while delivering the longlasting smooth ride drivers demand. Available online at: https://youtu.be/9oJY7zPqz_Y.
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Value Video
Quick and economical to construct and maintain with minimal delays for users and
businesses, smooth asphalt pavements deliver value today, tomorrow, and into the
future. Available online at: https://youtu.be/TQG-h7odyn0.

Innovation Video
With a strong commitment to research and education, the asphalt pavement industry is
focused on building innovation into our roads and other pavements. Available online at:
https://youtu.be/myv9PgMyJJ8.
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Flexibility Video
No matter the traffic level, environmental conditions, or special requirements, when it
comes to providing flexible solutions that meet project needs, asphalt pavements deliver
performance for today, tomorrow, and the future. Available online at: https://youtu.be/m7fI2y0Wwg.

The Performance for a Lifetime videos can be found here:
https://goaspha.lt/AsphaltPerforms. Subscribe to NAPA’s YouTube
channel for updates: https://www.youtube.com/user/NatlAsphaltPavement
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Advertisements
Dynamic and positive advertising can entice consumers to your business regardless of
the economy and competition. Advertising attracts new customers and reassures old
customers, as well as can expose you to new market segments. The Performance for a
Lifetime advertisements are design to highlight asphalt’s performance attributes,
reaffirming for road owners that asphalt pavements are the ones that best deliver the
performance they seek.

Sustainability
Asphalt sows the seeds for a sustainable future.
Asphalt pavements are 100 percent recyclable –
in fact, they’re the most recycled material in
America. Every time an asphalt pavement is
recycled, it diverts waste and other byproducts
away from landfills, conserving natural resources.
This means every asphalt pavement contains the
seeds of the next generation of roads. Available
online at: http://driveasphalt.org/resourcelibrary/ad-asphalt-sows-seeds.

Value
Time is money build value with asphalt. New
asphalt pavement surfaces typically last 18 years
before needing easy-to-perform maintenance, and
Perpetual Pavement designs allow the structure of
a road to last indefinitely. That’s the value owners
and drivers demand, for today, tomorrow and the
future. Available online at:
http://driveasphalt.org/resource-library/ad-time-ismoney.
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Innovation
The brightest ideas are in asphalt. Visionary
engineers and researchers are constantly
innovating asphalt pavements to meet the needs
of the future. They’ve created game-changing
products like warm-mix asphalt and Thinlays for
pavement preservation – and they’re not done
yet. The industry is already working on asphalt
roads built to accommodate the safe use f
driverless vehicles. This commitment to
innovation is paving the way for even longerlasting, higher-performing pavements. Available
online at: http://driveasphalt.org/resourcelibrary/ad-bright-ideas.

Flexibility
Asphalt scales to your project’s needs. No matter
how high the traffic volume, there’s an asphalt
design that can handle it. Through pavement
design and material selection, asphalt pavements
can be built to carry any load. Plus specialty mixes
can be engineered to meet specific needs and
climate conditions, all while remaining costeffective to build and easy to maintain. Available
online at: http://driveasphalt.org/resourcelibrary/ad-asphalt-scales.

Half-page versions of each ad are available.
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Infographics
Infographics are a great way to visually display information. The Performance for a
Lifetime infographic series show visually allude to the attribute they are exemplars of,
(e.g. for sustainability the roundabout alludes to the circular economy, and the
intersection on value is a large plus sign). These are all available as PDFs for printing
and in a PowerPoint format (both 16×9/widescreen and 4×3/standard) in the
Performance for a Lifetime Google Drive folder for incorporating into presentations.

Sustainability
Performance demands sustainability. Asphalt
pavements are designed, produced, constructed and
maintained to conserve natural resources, reuse
materials and deliver the smooth ride drivers demand.
This makes asphalt the best choice for sustainability
and performance, today, tomorrow and into the future.
Available online at: http://driveasphalt.org/resourcelibrary/asphalt-performs-sustainability.

Value
When it comes to long-term value, asphalt performs.
Asphalt’s superior performance and value make it
today’s pavement of choice across America. With local
producers in every community, road owners have a
competitive marketplace for the smooth, long-lasting
pavements drivers demand. Asphalt is the best choice
for value and performance, today, tomorrow and into
the future. Available online at:
http://driveasphalt.org/resource-library/asphaltperforms-value.
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Innovation
When it comes to innovation, asphalt performs.
Asphalt is constantly innovating. Modern roads take
full advantage of scientific and engineering
innovations. Through education, research, and applied
knowledge, the asphalt industry delivers the best
performance and cutting-edge innovation for today,
tomorrow and into the future. Available online at:
http://driveasphalt.org/resource-library/asphaltperforms-innovation.

Flexibility
From 2 wheels to 18 wheels, asphalt pavements can
be built to meet every project and community need. Its
flexible design and specialty mixes scale to meet local
traffic volumes and climate conditions while making
use of locally available materials. In addition, asphalt is
smooth and quick to construction, improving ride
quality and fuel efficiency, while decreasing user delay.
This flexibility means asphalt pavements offer costeffective, versatile performance for today, tomorrow,
and into the future. Available online at:
http://driveasphalt.org/resource-library/asphaltperforms-flexibility.
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Banner Ups
For meetings, trade show or career fair booths, and other events, banner ups are an
easy way to highlight the Performance for a Lifetime messages. The advertisements
have been designed as pull-up banners (36"×92") and the infographics have been
envisioned as a tabletop triptych display. Either should be able to be printed by a local
printshop. Print-ready PDFs are available in the Performance for a Lifetime Google
Drive folder.
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Website Banners
Website connect a business to road owners and the driving public. Websites can
provide a wealth of educational materials, member connectivity, highlight industry
products, and help promote the asphalt industry brand. Highlighting Performance for a
Lifetime on your website promotes the brand, educates road owners and drivers, and
establishes industry.
These pieces were created to incorporate directly on webpages and can be used on
your websites, e-newsletters, or in an e-magazine. The web banners are available in all
four attributes: Value, Innovation, Sustainability, and Flexibility. Print-ready JPEGs are
available in the Performance for a Lifetime Google Drive folder.

Banner Size: 600 px × 200 px

Banner Size: 300 px × 175 px
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Banner Size: 300 px × 250 px

Banner Size: 728 px × 90 px
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